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Governor attends Josh Talk programme
Governor exhorts the youth to inculcate honesty, humanism and respect for
human dignity
Youth must inculcate the spirit of entrepreneurship and become job providers:
Governor
The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) participated in the
maiden Josh Talks programme of the State at Rajiv Gandhi University, Itanagar on 22nd
February 2019. The programme was organising as part of the Statehood Day
celebration by Capital Complex District Administration in collaboration with Rajiv Gandhi
University, and Josh Talks, which is one of India’s largest impact media platform with to
engage the youth of the region.
Speaking on the occasion, the Governor exhorted the youth to inculcate honesty,
humanism and respect for human dignity. He also advised them to cultivate grit and
determination to succeed in life.
The Governor cautioned the youth against the drug abuse and alcoholism. Drugs and
alcohol may give pleasure for some period but in ultimate analysis, it destroys one’s
own family and kith and kids happiness, he said.
Urging the parents not to delimit the prospects of their children by their conservative
idea of advising them to study in order to get job, the Governor emphasised that today’s
youth must inculcate the spirit of entrepreneurship and become job providers instead of
job seekers.
Complimenting the organisers for the ‘Josh Talk’, the Governor said that the participants
in every such event must identity some motivating and inspiring thoughts to carry home.
Rajiv Gandhi University Vice Chancellor, Prof Saket Kushwaha and Founder Josh Talks
Shri Shobhit Banga also spoke on the occasion.
Social activist and crusader against drug abuse Smt Jaya Tasung Moyong, International
Karate Performer Artist Inspector P. Nobin Jomoh, successful entrepreneur and tour
operator Shi Oken Tayeng, acclaimed violinist of the State Shri Phil Jamja and child
actor Martin Rey Tangu shared their experiences.
First Lady of the State Smt Neelam Mishra, NIT Director Prof. Pinakeswar Mahanta,
Capital Complex Deputy Commissioner Shri Prince Dhawan, Papum Pare
Superintendent of Police Shri Tumme Amo, along with students of Rajiv Gandhi
University, National Institute of Technology, Arunachal Pradesh, Dera Natung
Government College, Itanagar, Don Bosca Collage, Jollang and Rajiv Gandhi
Government Polytechnic Collage also were present in the programme.
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